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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates two-types of shape representations for individual Maya codical glyphs: traditional bag-of-words built on
knowledge-driven local shape descriptors (HOOSC), and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) based representations, learned from
data. For CNN representations, first, we evaluate the activations of
typical CNNs that are pretrained on large-scale image datasets; second, we train a CNN from scratch with all the available individual
segments. One of the main challenges while training CNNs is the
limited amount of available data (and handling data imbalance issue). Here, we attempt to solve this imbalance issue by introducing
class-weights into the loss computation during training. Another
possibility is oversampling the minority class samples during batch
selection. We show that deep representations outperform the other,
but CNN training requires special care for small-scale unbalanced
data, that is usually the case in the cultural heritage domain.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we focus on learning shape representations for supervised classification of individual Maya codical hieroglyphs (in short,
glyphs). Ancient Maya writing is composed of complex visual elements. One of the challenges for the visual recognition of the Maya
writing is to decompose the script into its sub-elements, i.e. from a
codex page to the glyph-blocks, and then to the individual glyphs. In
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Figure 1: Segmented glyph samples from the 10-class experiment.
our case, the experts provided the segmented glyph-blocks from the
three Maya codices that survived up to date, namely Dresden [2],
Madrid [3], and Paris codices [1]. In a previous study, we obtained
individual glyphs from these segmented glyph-blocks by the help of
the crowd [6]. Our crowdsourcing approach yielded a challenging
medium-scale Maya codical sign dataset. In this paper, we analyze
the visual content of these individually-segmented signs that are
composed of several sub-parts with subtle visual characteristics.
For the analysis of visual multimedia content, one of the common
approaches is the standard bag-of-words built from knowledgedriven shape descriptors. Recently, representations learned from
data directly by Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) replaced
this approach and were shown to be successful for various tasks [16],
e.g. object classification, character recognition, image captioning.
This motivates us to investigate such CNN-based representation
to handle cultural heritage data. One general issue in this domain
is small to medium-scale amount of available data. We pose two
important questions: 1) does the data source play a role (in terms
of scale and nature of data), when leveraging pretrained CNN activations for the target data? 2) can we train a specialized CNN from
scratch with unbalanced medium-scale data in cultural heritage
domain? For the data source, we investigated natural images of the
objects and sketches of everyday objects. In this sense, we utilized
the VGG-16 net pretrained on ImageNet (1M RGB images for 1K
objects in the WordNet ontology) [9], and Sketch-a-Net pretrained
on hand-drawn sketches of 250 everyday objects (20K binary images) [11]. These datasets are balanced per class. As one important
point is the scale of data for learning representations with CNNs,
we populate the available individual glyph images with data augmentation such as translation and scaling transformations. With
the populated data, we train a CNN that is inspired from a model
for sketch classification, i.e. sketch-a-net [29]. On the other hand,
we considered assigning class-weights while computing the loss
during training for favoring the minority classes. We compare our
results with a traditional bag-of-words pipeline [22], and with the
features extracted from the pretrained networks, as they are shown
to be powerful baselines for many computer vision tasks [23].
The contributions presented in this paper are as follows:
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(1) evaluating the standard bag-of-words approach with local
HOOSC shape descriptor for the crowdsourced individual
codical glyphs,
(2) evaluating the features extracted from the pretrained models
for all the valid crowdsourced individual glyphs,
(3) training a CNN from scratch for Maya glyph classification,
(4) attempting to handle data imbalance issue during training.
The rest of the paper is organized in five sections. Section 2
presents the related work about CNNs for multimedia applications focusing on the cultural heritage analysis. Section 3 explains
the Maya writing system, and describes the crowdsourced individual glyph dataset exploited in this paper. Section 4 introduces
the methodology. Section 5 discusses the results, and section 6
concludes the paper.

2

RELATED WORK

In this sections, we present three lines of related research: knowledgedriven shape representations, data-driven representations learned
by CNNs, and sketch-specific representations.
Knowledge-driven representations. Traditional shape descriptors, i.e. scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [18], Histogram
of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [8], and shape context (SC) [4], are
commonly used for visual object recognition tasks in a standard bagof-words (BoW) pipeline [26]. As an application of cultural heritage
data analysis, Roman-Rangel et. al. obtained promising retrieval
results for Maya monumental glyphs with the bag-of-words representation of the Histogram of Orientation Shape Context (HOOSC)
descriptor [22]. The proposed HOOSC descriptor is a combination
of HOG and SC descriptors. Similarly, Hu et. al. applied the 2-ring
HOOSC descriptor [21] for both monumental and codical Maya
glyph retrieval [13]. Even though the glyphs carved on the monuments and the glyphs brushed on the folded codices have visual
differences, HOOSC-BoW representation has been shown as a good
baseline for both types of the data.
Furthermore, Franken et. al. showed that HOOSC descriptor
yields competitive and promising results for Egyptian glyph recognition in a comparative analysis with other traditional descriptors,
i.e. variants of the HOG and SC [12].
Data-driven deep representations. On the other hand, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) demonstrated strong results
recently in visual recognition tasks, such as object classification
on ImageNet dataset [15, 24]. Motivated by the common visual
structures learned by CNNs in the first layers, several transfer
learning approaches reutilized and analyzed the effectiveness of the
pretrained CNN representations on different datasets [10, 23, 27].
Razavian et. al. pointed out that the penultimate activations of
a CNN, specifically AlexNet [15], is a strong baseline for visual
recognition tasks.
In this respect, the activations of a VGG-M network [7] pretrained on ImageNet dataset were explored to index Maya codical
glyph-blocks (composed of several individual glyphs) [20]. Authors
concluded that the middle-layer activations of VGG-M followed
by a nonlinear dimensionality reduction method were powerful
representations for the retrieval of glyph-blocks, outperforming
HOOSC-BoW representations in this scenario. Since feature extraction from pretrained CNN models is a standard baseline approach
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nowadays, we investigate such pretrained model activations in our
individual glyph classification task against the traditional HOOSCBoW representation.
Sketch-specific representations. As considerable amount of
the Maya signs look like everyday-objects or body parts, shape representations learned for sketch recognition tasks are also highly related. Eitz et. al. introduced a relatively large-scale sketch dataset of
250 everyday-objects [11]. This dataset enabled extensive analysis
of shape representations including the traditional ones [11] as well
as neural representations learned from these sketches [5, 28, 29].
Yu et. al. proposed a multi-scale ensemble CNN model called
Sketch-a-Net, that derives from the AlexNet model with several
modifications for handling the sparse shapes, e.g. larger filter sizes
in the first layers [29]. The Sketch-a-Net model is reported to outperform human annotators for the sketch label prediction task. In a
later study, Yu et. al. showed that training a single-scale competitive
CNN model is feasible with data augmentation such as local and
global deformations of the contours as well as standard translation
and scaling transformations [28]. This motivated us to train a similar CNN model from scratch for Maya individual glyphs by the
help of data augmentation.

3 DATA
3.1 Maya Writing System
The Maya writing system is quite visual, and composed of complex
logograms and syllabograms as opposed to stroke-based or continuous scripts of other languages, i.e. Chinese or Arabic scripts.
In a recent catalog, Macri and Looper categorizes Maya glyphs
into semantic groups such as animals, body parts, and faces. Other
categories are not straightforward to interpret as everyday-objects,
however they are also classified with some visual hints like square
contour, with or without inner symmetry, elongated shapes, or
variable number of components.
As can be seen in everyday objects, the samples from each Maya
category may exhibit high within-class variance and low betweenclass differences. Due to the era, place, and artistic changes, Maya
glyphs from one category may look relatively different except some
specific “diagnostic” parts. Similarly, between two similar-looking
classes, the difference may be quite subtle in the diagnostic local
parts such as eye or teeth in the head signs. Nevertheless, learning
global patterns like shape contours (rectangular, head-shape, elongated) or local patterns (small circles, eyes, teeth) across classes, as
CNNs are truly capable of achieving, will most probably benefit the
recognition task.

3.2

Crowdsourced Maya Glyph Segments

In [6], a Maya Codical dataset is curated by the help of the crowd
segmenting each glyph from glyph-blocks in three survived codices.
The original data was provided by our project partners (see [13]). As
these codices are from the post-classical era, within-class variance
is relatively less than the monumental glyphs coming from different
eras. However, it is possible to observe the stylistic differences. The
generated dataset is quite challenging as the number of samples
per class is low due to the lack of available data.
Furthermore, the visual differences can be quite subtle, such as
just the orientation of signs. Fig. 1 illustrates samples from the ten
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Figure 2: The shallow CNN model for classification of the
representations obtained with the method (a, BoW) and (b,
pretrained CNN).
classes with highest number of samples per class. For example, the
only visual difference between the last two glyphs in top row is
orientation. These examples demonstrate that the classification task
is not trivial even in 10-class case with medium amount of data.

4

METHODOLOGY

To assess the shape representations for glyph recognition tasks,
we evaluated (a) the traditional bag-of-words representation of a
knowledge-driven local shape descriptor (HOOSC), (b) the knowledge transfer approach from a pretrained network, (c) learning the
representation by training a convolutional neural network from
scratch. We describe each of these methods below.

4.1

Bag-of-Words Approach

We followed the same pipeline as proposed for the retrieval task in
[13] with an additional normalization factor at the end. The steps
are as follows.
HOOSC Descriptor Extraction. After binarizing the glyph segments via global Otsu’s method [19] (threshold is determined on
the corresponding glyph-block image), and applying morphological
operations (i.e. closing), we obtain the glyph skeletons. Skeletons
are used to select pivot points, and compute the HOOSC descriptor
around each pivot point. To define the local neighborhood while
computing the HOOSC descriptor, we used 2-rings and the whole
glyph context. Hence, the HOOSC descriptor around a pivot point
counts the normalized frequencies of the skeleton points in two
radial circles (8 orientations), and quantize them in 8 bins. This
process produces a 128-dimensional local descriptor around each
pivot point. We did not consider concatenating relative spatial
location of the pivots here. We, randomly, selected 400 or more
(0.1 ∗ Nskel et onpoint s ) pivots from each glyph skeleton if possible,
otherwise we used all the skeleton points as pivots.
Building the Dictionary. After extracting the local HOOSC
descriptors for each glyph, we sampled 80% of the glyphs randomly.
From this set of glyphs, we sampled 10% of the HOOSC descriptors
of each glyph to build the dictionary by applying k-means with
4000 cluster centers.
Assigning Descriptors to the Codebook. After computing
the dictionary with vocabulary size 4000, we assign each HOOSC
descriptor of each glyph to their closest cluster center (or word
in the dictionary) with L1 distance. Therefore, for each glyph, we
obtain a codebook that corresponds to the frequencies of closest
words of its HOOSC descriptors in the dictionary. Final representation is addressed as HOOSC-bag-of-words (HOOSC-BoW), and has
4000 dimensions.
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Normalization. Due to the nature of the BoW computation, i.e.
hard-assignment, the HOOSC-BoW representation is distributed
among the 4000 dimensions with a constraint on the dimensions
summing up to 1. A normalization of this representation with a
scaling factor is needed to obtain a reasonable comparison with
CNN activations. Therefore, we, first, normalized the BoW vectors
of each glyph with the corresponding max value, i.e. making the
max value of each vector 1, instead of sum of the vector being 1,
and then scaled the BoW vectors with a constant scalar to match
the maximum activation value of the pretrained CNN features.
Classification. The BoW features are used as input to a shallow
neural network as illustrated in Fig. 2. This network with two
fully-connected (FC) layers has 1024 filters in its first FC layer. We
applied ReLU activation between two FC layers as well as batch
normalization, and dropout method with 0.5 rate. The final class
probabilities are determined by the softmax activation at the end.

4.2

Pretrained CNN Features

The CNNs pretrained on large-scale datasets, i.e. ImageNet, are
used as feature extractors by feedforwarding the image of interest,
and gathering the activations at different layers of the network
[10, 23, 27]. Razavian et. al. and Donahue et. al. reported the penultimate activations before softmax classifier as the strong baselines
for transferring knowledge in several vision tasks. Furthermore,
Yosinski et. al. showed that the middle-layer activations are more
generic than the last-layer ones, and may be more applicable to the
data with different nature (e.g. man-made vs. natural objects).
With this motivation, we forward the glyph segments in our
dataset through a pretrained network, and collect the activations
at the end of the last convolutional block. We consider these activations as our pretrained CNN features.
Considered Networks. We considered the VGG-16 network
[25] pretrained on ImageNet dataset, and the Sketch-a-Net [29]
pretrained on 250-class binary sketch images [11].
VGG-16 is a deep CNN model, i.e. 16 layers, that takes the initiative from the LeNet structure (3-convolutional layers) [17]. VGG-16
is shown to be competitive on the ImageNet dataset before the
inception module and residual connections were introduced. We
passed our RGB glyph images from the pretrained VGG-16, and
extracted the activations from the last (5th ) convolutional layer.
Sketch-a-Net is adapted from the AlexNet model [15] for handling sparse sketch images. We retrained the single-scale singlechannel version of the Sketch-a-Net model with an important modification: adding a batch normalization (BN) layer [14] after each
convolutional and dense layer. Batch normalization is an effective
way to prevent the optimizer oscillating with the gradient updates
in different orientations, since it normalizes the data to have the
same distribution. This approach speeds up the training and improves the results. The modified Sketch-a-Net obtained competitive
results on a random split of the sketch dataset (72.2% accuracy). We
used this model to extract the activations of the binarized version of
our glyph images. This model is also used in method (c) below, and
is illustrated in Fig. 3. As we consider the hand-drawn sketch data is
close in nature to our glyph images that are brushed on the codices,
we extracted the penultimate activations (at the end of block 7 in
Fig. 3) in this case. For assessing these representations, the same
network as in Section 4.1 is used to do classification (Fig. 2).
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5 SETTINGS AND RESULTS
5.1 Experimental Settings

Block 6 Block 7 Block 8

Input

Convolution

1x1
(512)

7x7
(512)

3x3
(256)

3x3
(256)

3x3
(256)

5x5
(128)

15x15
(64)

225x225x3

1x1
(# of
classes)

Class
prob.

Dense (fully-connected)

ReLU activation

Softmax activation

Batch normalization

Dropout

Zero Padding

Max Pooling (3x3, stride 2)

Figure 3: The modified Sketch-a-Net used in the method (c).
Table 1: The number of available original glyph segments
for the classification tasks.

# of
samples

4.3

min
mean
median

10
210
257.1
244

# of classes
50
100
49
17
133.5 81.76
103.5
50

150
5
58.2
27

CNN Training

As our main contribution, we trained a Sketch-a-Net model with
additional batch normalization layers with individual Maya codical glyphs from scratch. Fig. 3 illustrates the model structure that
is composed of eight blocks. The first block starts with a 15x15
convolution (red) with a stride of 3 pixels and 64 filters (activation
maps). This is the main change of the Sketch-a-Net model from the
AlexNet structure for handling sparse shapes. Another change is
the number of filters at each convolution layer. As in the original
paper, we applied 0.5 dropout rate at both indicated layers (yellow).
Considering the amount of our data, we augmented our images
with random transformations on-the-fly during training. This differs from the previous method (b), in which we only provide the
available data to the pretrained network without any transformation. Data augmentation with random transformations is one of
the ways to deal with the lack of data while training CNNs.
Applying Class Weights. On the other hand, the data imbalance issue may be handled by introducing class weights into the
loss computation during training. We computed the class weights
as a proportion of the maximum number of samples per class to
the number of samples per each class. In this way, if the samples
from the minority classes are misclassified, the loss function would
increase more dramatically. This way, the optimizer would favor the
minority classes, as they are picked, randomly, less often compared
to the majority classes during the batch-based training.
Oversampling. We also experimented with oversampling by
synthesizing the data with random transformations to provide equal
number of samples per class during training. This approach would
make the samples from the under-represented classes more visible
to the optimizer, i.e. to have the same chance to be picked, as samples
in a batch are picked randomly for a gradient update computation.

5.1.1 Data. We use the individual valid glyph segments curated
via crowdsourcing in [6]. We use the subset for the selected 150
classes with the most number of samples. The authors point out
data imbalance as one of the challenges of the dataset. Accordingly,
they prepared several classification cases (easy to difficult) with
different number of classes and number of samples per class. In
each case, they use the same number of samples per each class, and
provide five folds of the data containing randomly-picked samples
from the available glyphs. Here, we are using all the available
samples in the selected 150 classes instead. The folds are divided
randomly into training validation, and test sets (roughly 60%-20%20%). Note that these sets of the glyph segments are populated with
four background colors (3 static, 1 dynamic RGB color).
5.1.2 Tasks and performance measures. We focus on four tasks
(a subset of those in [6]): 10-, 50-, 100-, and 150-class glyph classification. The basic statistics about the original samples per class
is provided in Table 1 below. Note that the 10, 50, and 100 classes
are chosen from 150-class set such that they have the most number
of samples per class. Therefore, the maximum number of original
glyphs per class in all the classification tasks is 381.
We report the average sample-based test accuracy across 5-folds,
along with the top-five accuracy (noted as micro-average). We
also report the average class-based accuracies (noted as macroaverage). The difference in the micro- and macro-averages indicate
overfitting, and data imbalance problems during training.
5.1.3 Data preparation and augmentation. During training of
the shallow network over the pretrained features, we only rely
on the available samples. However, during training the modified
Sketch-a-Net from scratch, we apply on-the-fly random geometric
data augmentation, comprising rotation (within [−15, 15] degrees),
vertical and horizontal translation (+/ − 0.1× image width), and
zooming (scale within [0.8, 1.2]). Similar to [25], the image width
is set to 224 pixels when using the VGG-16 net; whereas for the
Sketch-a-Net case it is set to 225 pixels as in the original paper [29].
5.1.4 Training. Adam optimizer with the learning rate 10−4
is utilized during training, while following an early-stopping approach with the patience factor of 20 epochs, i.e. terminating training if the loss does not decrease for 20 epochs. We applied model
check-pointing (keeping track of the parameters that result in highest validation accuracy during the optimization) during training,
as the maximum number of epochs is set to 1000. However, we observed that the training and the validation accuracies reach 85−95%,
in average, in less than 100 epochs for almost all the cases due to
the early-stopping approach. Note that the number of epochs is
determined empirically, and higher number of epochs may result
in higher accuracies than those reported here.

5.2

Classification Results

Our experiments involve four different methods. More specifically,
these methods are as follows: (a) Normalized HOOSC-BoW; (b.1)
Sketch-a-Net pretrained on binary sketch images (Sketch-a-Netbinary-B); (b.2) VGG-16 net pretrained on ImageNet (VGG-16-RGBB); (c) Sketch-a-Net trained from scratch (Sketch-a-Net-S).
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Table 2: Average sample-based top-1 (T-1), top-5 (T-5) accuracies, and average class-based accuracies (CA) for the test set.
# of classes
Method
(a) HOOSC-BoW
(b.1) Sketch-a-Net-binary-B
(b.2) VGG-16-RGB-B
(c.1) Sketch-a-Net-S
(c.2) Sketch-a-Net-S (class weights)

T-1
68.7
77.5
87.8
91.7
90.7

10
T-5
95.3
97.2
98.6
99.4
99.2

CA
67.4
76.5
87.6
77.1
75.7

Table 2 presents the results we obtained with these methods.
Compared to the undersampling approach applied in the previous
study in [6], our sample-based accuracy (T-1) results of method (b.2)
are consistently higher. This proves that utilizing all the data helps
to improve performance, as the data amount increases considerably.
The results of method (c) shows an overfitting problem towards
the classes with many samples, as the difference in the samplebased (T-1) and class-based (CA) accuracies increases with the
number of classes. We, especially, spotted that some classes with
few samples in 100- and 150-class cases are not predicted correctly
at all, therefore the class averages dropped dramatically.
Interestingly, we observe that the VGG-16 activations, i.e. method
(b.2), are still able to maintain the decrease in a slower pace than
the method (c). Hence, we hypothesize that these activations might
be more generic as they are learned from a larger-scale corpus
(ImageNet) than our glyph corpus. When we compare results of the
method (b.1) and (b.2), we observe that the pretrained features from
a CNN trained with a large corpus are more promising, even though
the sketch data looks more relevant to our glyph examples. As a
note, this difference in performance may also originate from the
difference in the pretrained CNN structures, as VGG-16 is deeper
and have a larger model capacity compared to Sketch-a-Net.
Another interesting point is the class-based results of the methods (b.1) and (c.1) being similar for 10- and 50-class cases (where
we do not observe zero-performing class). However, sample-based
accuracy (T-1) of the method (c.1) is higher than the method (b.1)
with a large margin.
The results of the method (c.2) demonstrate that applying classweights into the loss function alone is not enough for the optimizer to learn classifying the minority class correctly. As the batchpreparation is still done randomly among all the samples, we hypothesize that the samples from the minority classes may not be
seen by the optimizer as often as the majority classes to have a real
impact on the loss function. This is why the results are only slightly
different as the required epochs for both of the method (c.1) and
(c.2) are similar, before the early-stopping mechanism terminates
training and the optimizer gets exposed to more minority class
samples. These results show that oversampling the minority classes
is essential during training.
To oversample, we augmented some randomly-picked samples
from each class until each has 1000 samples in the training set.
With this operation, we observed around 3% improvement in the
class-based average of the 10-class case of the method (c).
Bottom lines. From our experiments, we observed that 1) leveraging all the data during CNN training improves performance (compared to the previous study); 2) computing the class-based average

50
T-5
75.9
84.2
94.5
96.9
97.0

T-1
49.8
59.4
83.3
89.1
89.7

CA
42.1
54.0
80.9
51.9
52.4

T-1
43.0
54.3
79.0
86.7
87.2

100
T-5
67.6
78.1
92.2
95.9
95.9

CA
26.6
42.0
68.8
26.9
26.8

T-1
40.7
52.0
76.5
84.2
84.8

150
T-5
63.9
76.3
89.7
94.4
94.5

CA
19.2
36.5
56.2
16.0
17.7

along the sample-based performance brings insights to training
process; 3) the activations from the pretrained CNNs generalize
better for the classes with few samples; 4) oversampling helps the
results for the unbalanced data case.

6

CONCLUSION

To sum up, this paper assessed the knowledge-, and data-driven
shape representations for individual Maya codical glyph recognition. We analyzed the performance of the standard bag-of-words
approach over the local HOOSC descriptors along with the CNNbased representations for the classification tasks with different level
of difficulty, i.e. medium-scale data with few classes (10-class) to
small-scale data with many classes (150-class). The CNN-based representations are either transferred from related pretrained networks,
i.e. the VGG-16 net on the ImageNet data, or the Sketch-a-Net from
the 250-class sketch dataset, or they are learned from the codical
glyph data directly by training a modified Sketch-a-Net structure
with batch normalization layers from scratch.
We observed that leveraging all the available valid segments
yields better performance compared to the undersampling approach
utilized in the previous study [6]. An important note is that the
imbalance in the data and the flaws in the training can be noticed by
checking the macro-average (class-based) performance along with
the micro-average (sample-based) performance. The decrease in
the average class performances with the CNN trained from scratch
for the 100- and 150-class cases is due to some under-performing
classes with few samples. We also showed that oversampling during
training step by the help of the data augmentation improves the
results. An interesting is that the pretrained VGG-16 net activations
generalizes better than the specialized CNN for the classes with
few samples, i.e. generates higher average class accuracies, even
though the sample-based accuracies are vice-versa.
Overall, we concluded that the learned CNN representations
outperform the standard knowledge-driven HOOSC-BoW representation. These representations may be good candidates for retrieval
tasks as well, with over 94% top-5 sample-based accuracies.
For future work, exploring the data-balancing approaches for
training from few samples with specialized loss functions, i.e. triplet
loss, might be interesting. Another possible direction is to incorporate the recent advancements, i.e. inception modules and residual
connections to the CNN training process.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the SNSF
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project.
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